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This Paper focus on a Guandi temple in the Shima of Fujan involvement of state 
pewer in reconstruction process.Through the field work,to demonstrate the 
development of folk religion under the state power influence,as well as the 
government presents “the governace”pattern to the folk religion. 
Firstly, this article inspected the driving force of the folk religious temples in 
Shima, discovered that the characteristic of folk religion rooted in civil society is its 
internal factors that it can be revived. And along with national religious policy’s 
relaxation, as well as the local government to promote the local economy using the 
folk religion, to a certain point, also constitute the external driving force of the folk 
religion. 
Then, I look to one of Shima’s largest temple ---guandi temple. Traced it from 
being destroyed in the middle of last century to the 90’s restored smally scale 
worships in history. This period state power showed the folk religion from stern to 
tolerance (or fuzzy) change in attitude. Until late 90’s Taiwan businessman to invest in 
site of Guandi temple to construct commercial district, and he proposed that retain 
Guandi temple, when local government become fully involved in the reconstruction of 
temple work. Then, local government in name of “protect relics”grant Guandi temple 
of legitimacy, and in context of “promote the culture of Gandi” to raise money for 
temple reconstruction. 
Next, I analyzed how the state power to shape temple “symbolic capital” from 
architectural feature、social prestige、economy and other factor. Including the temple 
in the ordinary people mind have any symbolic significance, as well as when 
competes “orthodoxy” with another Guandi temple, state power’s backround plays 
“the institutional cultural capital” role. 
Finally, Through narrated daily management of the temple and thick description on a God’s 
birthday ceremony, I discussed the mold and constraint of Guandi temple by state power. 
indicating that the state and society is in a mutual understanding situation to manage temple. 
Furthermore, to account the extension of space on the temple, discussed the function of Guandi 















In the concluding part of this paper, I discussed the independence of folk religion 
as state power involved, as well as state and society established consensus in the 
process of reconstruction and management, formed “governace” relations. In the sense 
of pratice ,some of related facts in this paper also remind the relevant departments that no delay to 
improve management of folk religion. 
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